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(:) The proposition I wish to present for your consideration is simple--

C:1
the best bet for cognitive, and probably persoval and social, reeducation

or redevelopment is self-generated structural regeneration. There are

noun theoretical and empirical grounds for this proposition that I will

now proceed to sketch briefly.

TO begin with it is necessary, 3 am afraLd, to consider, once again,

the tern reeducation or redevelopment that Iot have heard no much about at

this conference. It seems to refer to all those forme of intervqntion that

Youth Aliyah undertakes in order to help young adolescents who are deviant

fran the typical Israeli pattern of entogenesio or individual development.

Thut deviancy, it seems, covers a variety of types--it includes apparent

retardation, arrest, and regression of davelopaent. The causes of these

deviant types of ontogencnis is ascribed to a variety of sources, both

intra-psychic and extra-psychic. But the roost interesting etioYogical

feature is the ascription of much, if not most, of the deviancy dealt with

by Youth Aliyah to cultural deprivation.

To begin to understand this form of etiological choracteritetion of

deviant development it is at least necessary to analyte the General paran-
.---3

eters of cultural deprivation. This will then require a chsracteri7ation

of the universal features of normal human ontogehesis against which it
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Langer 2

becomes logically possible to assess deviant development). The comparioon

of normal with deviant developments will provide the basis for the speciei

cation of the principles of mental regeneraticn. These principles arc et

the root of the proposition that self-generative change ia the prime source

of reeducation.

Cultural Deprivation

The term cultural deprivation is still shrouded In Nuch mystery; and

for good reason--it is difficult to define it in a precisely measurable

fashion at this point and so there is bound to be diragreenenta amongst

researchers and workers in the field. Yet it eecms crucial to clarify,

as much as possible, what the concept of cultural deprivation refers to

since it is a prime source of the deviant force of irdividual developeent.

So I will hazard some definitional parameters in order that you will at

least know what I am referring to. Cultural deprivation may refer to im-

poverishment in (1) the person's forme of constructive eeteeactton with

his social and physical environment and (2) the person's knowle?ge of the

content, or information present in his soeial and physicn1 environment.

The content of the person's knowledsft is limited by the types of

interactions he hM with his environment. (It should ba indicated, but

discussed rext, that the content of the person's interactions is limited

by the form of his structeren for interaction.) The patters of environ-

aentel stimulation provide the ehysical and social information necessary,

but not sufficient, to enculturate the person. Now if X uneersttnd cor-

rectly there Is general agreement that the adolescents dealt with by You'eh

Aliyah are impoverished in their knowledge of the content of Israeli culture.
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Tile prime index of this is varying degrees of difficulty pith the Hebrew

language, but the deficit may extend to some or much ignorance of Xemcli

social customs and Western physical, logical, uthicel, end aesthetic Q0L-

copts. 1/ they are new immigrants, the adolescents may or may not be

deprived of the informational content of the cultures from which they

h4ve emigrated. But it is a good bet that if they did nut coat deprived

of the knowledge of their original culture, all but the most intellectually

hardy will be quickly deprived of that knowledge.

The notion of forms of interaction is often lees veil ar,reciated even

though it is more important for the understanding of development. 1111:: Eorm4

oZ interaction are those organized patterns of acting that develop wavers-

ally in all people .vegardless of the particular culture and phynical environ-

ment in which they find themselves. The norms of interaction are progress-

ively transformed in the course of oatogenesis from eensorimotor actions to

formal mental operations that will be outlined in the next cectioa. This

progressive transformation constitutes the universal sequence of stages

that is species-specific to human development.

Impoverishreent in the adolescent's forms of constructing meaningful

iateractioni with his physical and social environment, so that he LE unable

to acquire the amount and kind of cultural content typically learned by

alolesconts, is such more difficult to determine in a precisely measured

fashion than assessment of deficit in the content of his interaction. hhat

makes it particularly difficult to assess individual deprivation in forme

of interaction is the further cooplieation that we met distinguish between

(la) the person's EattaliAl forms for constraeLive interae,ion from (1)) the

setualized forms he manifests at any given moment. This is a very delicate
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matter of diagnosis which becomes obvious if one only realizes that the

actualized level of performance is alweys equal to or less than the true

potential competence for forms of interaction. The hazards of diagnosing

potential competence troll actual performance are many. find the diaznosis

will tend to be conservative.

To counteract this boil. -in conservatism :In diagnosis two strategies

seem appropriate. The first is theoretical and reads an follows. Unless

you have sound counterindication, presume that tha individual you are deal-

ing with has the same potential for development as an other individuals.

The second strategy is empirical and can be accomplished by two methole.

One is clinical assessment. Diagnosis of the person's developmental ).eve?.

should be based upon a battery tests in order to seek out peaks of func-

tioning that outstrip the person's average level of performance. The other

method is educational assessment. Introduce the person to a variety of

learning experiences on lingnistic and conceptual tasks An order to obtain

a fine-grained picture of what he can learn to appreciate, comprehend and

produce from direct tuition. Using these two methods one should come cloaer

to accurately Assessing the relative impqlment of the person's potential

and actualized forms of intonation.

These tuo strategies seem to form the basis for an optimistic diag-

nosis of the forme of cultural deprivation of adolescents in Youth Aliyah.

The cultura deprivation seers to be in content; of hnovledge and ultualiaed

fors of interaction, but not in potential forms of interaction. post cul-

turally deprived adolescents dealt with by Youth Aliyah are probalay quite

edtcable.
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U°rIAL9nA2ERPesis

The stages of human development are compoued of a .ehcoretical varau:nce

of potential forme of interaction (cf. Langer, 1969, pp. 107-148; Lange,

1970). Thin sequence will be sketched briefly with rost attention given to

adolescent development since that is our particular focus hero.

The cycle of individual development begins with the newborn's initial

actions. These are overt sensorimotor performances upon his environment.

They serve to transform the human's initial organization which is predani-

nantly biological into an organization that in its senuorimotor form is

predominantly biopsychological. The fundamental product of this first

stage of development is already the conatruction of a cognition of one-

self and one's environment. DA it is a highly idiosyncratic construction.

The first major shift from predominantly biopsychological to predol-

intntly psychosocial evolution begins between the ages of a year-and-a-half

and two years. Its major emrk is the shift from overt censorimotor acts

to covert, mental acts. Its major instrument is the development of symColic

EsAtations. Its major consequence Is representational, as well as presen-

tational, inteructione. It is directed primarily toward the plogresnive

construction of the concretely actual, physical and the conventional, social

nature of oneself and one's milieu that trunscends the child's idiosyncratic

cognitions constructed during the sensor: ,tor stage.

When he has well established the actual properties of his interactions,

such as their spatial and causal properties, the adolescent begins to be

ready to perform forJ.....m192...._gomra. The for conseqmenee is the construc-

tion of formal, logical and ideological theories of physical and social
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conduct. Those theories come to stand relatively independent of particular

events or instances and to consider actual events an merely a subset of what

are possible perspectives.

Parma operations include the abstract reflective operation of thinking

abcnt one's own thinking. This leads the adolescent and young adult to the

construction of the possibilities as well as the actualities of his inter

actions and his own status. lam, the most matun .son of his self-develop-

ment will be the construction of a principled, logical hierarchy of values

that guide his conduct. This *icenires being able to see interactions front

the perspective of others as well as oneself. This hierarchy of velues con-

stitutes the individual's personal ideology and typically integrates ethical,

aesthetic and logical principles (Langer, ).970a).

The child's symbolic operations are directed towards the representation

of the physical and conventional (social) actualities of his environment and

himself, while the adoleheent's and cdult's formal operations are more prin-

cipled and flexible. Pornal operations permit thinking about one's own

thinking; whereas symbolic operations are more limited to the construction

of direct thought or iCeas about empirical events. Formal thought goes

beyond empirical actualities to flexibly construct theories of the oper-

ation of physical events and ideologies about personal and social conduct

and values. This means that formal operations construct the possibilities

of the person's interactions as well as the actualities. They construct

the hypothetical or logical possibilities that are deductivuly necessary

in order to understand events and integrate them with empirical, inductiNe

stitaa of verification. This is the mantel basis for the highest folmis of

principled conduct and understanding that relates one's own perspectives
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with that of others in a logical and moral way.

In short, personal development is first directed towards the construc-

tion of an idiosyncratic and egocentric view of oneself, his interactions,

and his environment. In its next major phase personal development is di-

rected outwardtowards determining and coming into correspondence with tha

actual, phyaical and the conventional, social assessment of oneself, hia

interactions; and his environment. The final, most mature stage of develop-

ment is a kind of return to the self. The person forms his own world view

that takes into eccount meltiple perspectives by integrating his on logical

and ethical principles with physical and conventional realities.

Potential. vs. Actual Stgia. The sequence of stays just described is a

potential sequence, not an actual sequence. All individual progress should

follow this sequence but not all individuals will actualize their potential

and develop to the most mature level possible. The centrel developmental

thesis is that the sequence of mental stages are like a sequence of embry-

onic etages. The organization of each stage la logically implied and ren-

dered necessary by the preceding onen without being contained by them (Plaza,

1967; Langer, 1969).

There es both continuity and dincontinuity between the organization of

each stage in the sequence. Thin means that earlier forms of interaction,

such ts sersorimotor acts, are not lost in the course of development but are

hierarchically integrated in the form appropriate at bore advanced leeele

(Werner, 1948; Langer, 1969). For example, as adults we retain cur manipu-

latory or sucking capacities: but we perform such acts in a rove nature for

It is possible to specify two precise criteria for testing the adequacy
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of the stages of individual developmmt portrayal here. The first As that

the succession of the stages are laiWal uLd universal. All individuals

must develop in the order of the preLeribi,d sec-Nonce, although the tenpo

may differ from individual to individual and some individuals may not reach

the most mature stele.

The evidence on the univaeeality of the sequence is fairly cemprel:ensive

and consistent. Our descriptions of the dorelopim; ftdividual'n progresnive

physical, logical and moral construe ions aro suppolted by the crose-eAtural

data collected to date. Illustrative crosn-cultural data OD VOTA.1. ,ae-ielop-

ment reported by Kohlberg (1969) make the point. Two I ortant feats: 'c of

these data must he underlined. First, the sane sequence of moral stcgeo

and approximately the same rate of dovelopaent obtains for all eulturos

examined. eJecondp few individuals it all cultured sew to actualise their

developmental potential to the meet nature levels. This is true even for

the longitudinal data on individuals up to the ego of thia.y (Kroner, 1968).

The second criterion for the stage sequence is that the 8:wit:nee

tends to conserve itself. This ':rittrion leads to three explicit deve)op-

mental predictions: (1) Indiviemal okogress does not perolt siiipping any

tee in the sequence. (2) Tit.: orfiaritation of mental eapacitics at each

stage is reoistant to extrinein atteF.pts at aecelortting the autogeattie

rW:e of progress to the next stage in the requetet, (3) The organization

at each stage is resistant to extrireie indueenent to "regress" to the prt-

vioas stage through tits Ix 'son has already passed. The general ides,

then, 13 tht different individual experience and training shoWd have little

effect upon the person's development thr.nch this sewenee of states. Xn.
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vestigation of the effects of teachini; upon atage development are, therefore,

an important way of testing the theoretical sequence.

The evidence from training studies clearly support the hypothesis that

the sequence of stages are almost totally resistant to induced progress or

regress and to skipping (e.g., Kohlberg, 1968; Inhe/der & Sinclair, 196,A

Straws & Longer, in press; Mermelotein & Meyer, 1969). Again we might just

mention by ray of illustration some data on moral development. In a series

of studies, Tariel (1966, 1969) investigated the effect of training upon the

level of moral judgment ;. He found Golfe amall progrcsa to one stage above the

subject's initial level due to trainirg; and essentially no progress to two

stages above and no regress to one stage below the subject's initial -Level.

To date, then, the evidence from cross-cultural and training stulies

gives strong support to the lawful and universal sequence of mental develop-

ment that we have sketched. We must underline, however, that this is en

ideal theoretical sequence. Much further work is necessary to determine

the optimal kinds of experience and teaching that will foster individuals

to actualize their rich developmental potential even in those ordinary cir-

cumstances vhera there is no question of cnitural deprivation.

die 11129cetis of qttaISMEIge. The evidence on stage development that Wt.s

briefly revtored is consistent with the theory that long term, ontogenetic

chnnge is fundamentally a self-generated process of (Piaget,

1967; Langer, 1969, 1969a). Equilibration is a twofold process of organiza-

tion and adaptation. All organisms, however primitive, are born organized,

however rnd'imentarily This innate organization is the structural basis for

the individual's initial interaction with his environment. It de termines
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the form in which he structures that initial interaction. Consequently, it

determines the form in which he structures the environment to htinclf. Von

Uexkull (1934) has given us some hints of how the different organization of

various species differentially structure their environment or Ubwelt. Here,

we are concerned with how the human clifferentially structures his inteactioss

with his physical and social environment at progressive stages of hic iJevel-

oping organization.

All organisms are also born adaptive. Adaptation is the functional

basis for the individual's forms of interaction with his environment. The

individuaro initial organization sets the limits to the way in which he

can function in his environment. For example, whereas the newborn infant

is equipped with the reflexive structures for sucking or turning away from

a noxious stimulus he is, of coarse, not yet equipped with the structures

necessary to engage in a conversation or to solve a mathematical problem.

Consequently, he is also not yet equipped to acquire the informational

content that these latter forms of interaction pevat.

The latter, more sophisticated forms of interaction, are dependent

upon the development of advanced personal organization. Development of

progressively advanced personal organization is due to the individual's

interaction with his environment, 5A.is means that the individual's actions

upon the enviroatent construct his form.? of experience. These experiential

products of his constructive activity feed back upon hie organization which

originally set the whole functional pattern into motion. That is, these

experiential products inform the pereonva organization that constructed

them. When this information is discrepant with the existing organization
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the conditions are propitious for progressive change to the individual's

organization aid adaptation in order to accommodate the anomalous forms.

Progressive change means an advance is the structure and functioning of

the person; and concomitantly it also means an advance in his forms of

interacting with his environment. Thus, the self-generative or self-

constructive cycle of personal, development and interaction begins at

birth and progresses through the sequence of developaental stages until

the individual attains his most mature form.

In order to begin to understand the self-generative character of the

equilibration process of development it is necessary to elucidate a central

feature of stage organization that is often overlooked. Typical portrayals

of the nature of stage sequences, such us the one preAnted here, are com-

municated as if an individual is at only one stage, such as the intuitive

stage, i.e., as if his organization is comnosed of only intuitive func-

tional structures and not sensorimotor or concrete operational fanctional

structures as well. Now, in most instances this is an incomplete portrayal

of stage development.

Typically, individuals are predominantly at one stage in their develon-

ment. At the same time individuals are also subordinately at other stages

of their development. This almost perpetual state of "stage mixture," as

it has been appropriately labeled by Turiel (1969), is a feature of the

self-generated structural disequilibrium that is a necessary condition

for developmental change. Turiel (1959) has also provided us vith a de-

tailed analysis of the evidence on stage mixture and its consequences for

moral development.

A model of stage organization must therefore portray a vast networL
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or open grid system of functional structures of different levels and cen-

trality. Thin gridwork radiateu outward and is open on the outside so as

to interact with the physical and social environment. The 4ynamics of life

are such that the gridwork in in constant internal and external interaction.

Consequently, one would expect constant 'Lobility; particularly, when the

individual is in a situation where for structural and adaptive reasons his

gridwork resonates to anomolies or discrepancies between some part of its

organization and some part of the environment. Of course, the conception

of stage mixture ensures the inevitability of interactive discrepancies

between part of the individual'e functional structures and part of his en-

vironment.

Consequently, what one should find is a constant shift at different

points in the system, reflecting the expectation that the individual is

always in dynamic equilibrium or at e. mixture of different stages all the

time. Thus, one can begin to understand the metaphor of Aialling oneself

up by one's bootstraps" as an appropriate metaphor for the selfgenerative

process of development.

Princiasiof Regenerationral~.

It is the equilibration process ox self-generative development that

we must capitalize upon in order to ieeducate or redevelop culturally de-

primed adolescents so that they will actualize their potential forms of

physical and social interaction. We are, then heavily banking upon the

individual's processes of spontaneous regeneration which is the significant

meaning of spontaneous recovery. And as we know on an actuarial basis, one's

best bet as between different forms of intervention is to capitalize upon
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the individual's own mechanisms for spontaneous recovery or regeneration

(e.g., Eysenck, 1952).

This thesis presumes that there is lundamental convergence, if not

necessarily identity, between biological generation and regeneration.

Furthermore, this thesis presumes fundamental convergence, whether the

processes of biological change are physiological or psychological. The

present view is similar to but extends that generally held on physiological

change:

"The perfection of the convergence between ontogenesis and
regenesis should not be overstressed. It is usually extremely
good, but mistakes sometimes occur and the lizard's tail habit-
ually regenerates a rather makeshift for the original structure."

"It must also be remembered that the power of regeneration
is as ancient as that of ontogenesis itself, that asexual re-
production and other morphogenetic processes grade into that of
regenesis, and that ontogenesis and regenesis have evolved to-
gether, step by step, throughout thei long history. It would
perhaps be surprising to find anything but quite close conver-
gence between them, It also seems probable that in general the
same genes control both." (Needham, 1961, pp. 1255-1256)

"Are the same genes that direct the original ontogeny also
utilized to regenerate an appendage? There seems to be little
reason to believe otherwise. With rare exceptions, what re-
generates is a duplicate of the original." (Goss, 1969, p. 6)

Previously I have argued (Langer, 1969, Ch. 5) the cane that the lawful

tend heuristic study of development must proceed from the determination of

universal principles of change; and that these principles are fundamentally

principles of self-generation. Here X woeld merely extend this argument to

apply to the study of regeneration. It would read as follous: The lawful

study of developmental rehabilitation is fundamentally the determination of

universal principles of self-regeneration that are the source of reactivating
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mental progress. A good initial working hypothesis is that there is much

convergence between the principles of self-generation and selfregenereUon.

This working hypothesis will direct our explorations on mental regenev-

ation. These explorations will be futher guided by considerations of how

best to capitalize upon and nurture the individuates capacities for self-

regeneration.

We begin by establishing criteria for determining whether progreasiva

or regressive change has occurred. Elsewhere (Langer, 1959, Ch. 5) I have

specified the criteria in some detail; here I will simply enumerate then.

The criteria for assessing the occurrence of progress are:

(1) Change in the form, nob the content, of interaction;

(2) Conservation of the change--stability;

(3) Inereasei adaptiveness--auantitative;

(ii) A aaallative advance in Vunctioning--a shift in dowinance

from environment to the person such that he takes an in-

creasingly active role;

(5) A decrease in the role of chance-change is progressive

if the person increasingly acts to construct efficient

means of adaptation ani self-organization.

It should be obvious, then, that regression is said to occur only when there

has been (a) a change in the form of interaction that is (b) stable and (c)

decreases adaptiveness, such that (d) the fnnetional dominance shifts to the

environment and (e) increases the role of chance.

Long-term, developmental change, as noted earlier in this paper, is

governed by the self-generative process of equilibration. This process is
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s. dialectic between the dynamics towards generating coherence and generating

directedness (Langer, 1970a). These dynaelcc constitute the universal relce

of self -- regulating the person's acticnc in his environment. Therefore, they

essentially constitute the universal self - regulatory mechaniems of develop-

ment:

"We must formulate tuo sets of self-regulatory rules and their
method of interaction. The first net of fort al rules appliec to
the selfregulatory mechanism of coherence. These are conservative
rules that, so to speak, tell the child not to accommodate to novel
experiential nourishment, to ignore new facts or to treat them as
familiar, already well-digested experiences (information) so that
they can be easily assimilated to prior schemes. The second set
of rules applies to the self-regulatory mechanism of progressive
directionality. These are transformational rules thot, so to speak,
tell the child not to assimilate novel experiences (information) to
prior schemes, but to discover new and anomalous facts and construct
new schemes to accommodate then. When the conservative mechanism of
coherence is dominant, the child is in a relatively stable state anti
there will be no change. When the balance tips in favor of the pro-
geeseive mechanism, then the disequilibrating conditions for change
are present. The child will develop new Avectional structures that
can accommodate novel experiences so that the aelf-regulatory mech-
anism of coherence is once more dominant and the child is in a state
of greater egailibrium." (Langer, 1969, p. 169.)

The self-generative nature of action and development is the basic reason

why extrinsic inducement of long-term change is inherently difficult to acnieve.

Indeed, extrinsic methods may rather lead to, at least, short-term or tempo-

rary debilitation. The evidence on the lack of success in inducing more

than minimal change via a variety of extrinsic tuitional methods has al-

ready been indicated. Here it ehoule be added that we have some data demon-

ctrating that certain forms of tuition lead to temporary debilitation in

conceptual operations (Langer, 1969a).

Much note has already been taken by investigators (e.g., Inhelder t.

Sinclair, 1969; Langer, 1969a; TUriel, 1969) of the conformity of these
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results to the empirical expectatione deriving from the theory of equili-

bration. What has not been clearly recognized in this connection is the

significance of the negative results on extrinsic attempts to induce regres-

sion. The data on regressive change provide particularly pot erful further

confirmation for the theory that the self-regulatory mechanisms of equili-

bration serve to maintain the organizational integrity of the organism

throughout its development.

We have already mentioned the resistance of children to extrinaic in-

ducement of regression to one stage below their nredominant stage of moral.

reasoning. We are now beginning to find parallel results for logical reason-

ing (Fah's, 1969). In Icahn °s study foar, six, and eight-year-old children

were exposed to models dealing with cLaesification problems (taken from.

Inhelder & Piaget, 1964) at different levels in relation to the childrens°

predominant pretest stage. Very little change was induced. Insofar as

charge was obtained, the children observing a model perfoeeuing at a slightly

higher structural level than their MA were most affected. Children observ-

ing a model performing at a consideraly higher level than their own were

affected less. The least affected were children observing a model perform-

ing at a slightly lower structural level than their own.

it may wee as little surprise that it is nigh impossible to induce

progress to stages that have not yet developed because the requisite func-

tion/11 structures are not yet present. But the difficulty in extrinsically

inducing "egression in reasoning to a stage which the person has just passed

through is on its face highly surprising. After el, the individuel ie einply

in the position of merely having to exercise reanonleg eepacities that he has

already developed. The finding is, however, completely consistent; with the
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conservative rules of self-regulatory coherence which is the source of 7:e-

sistance to extrinsic inducement of change, whether progressive or regressive.

The thesis that mental regeneration ire a self-regulatory phenomenon lead's

to two interrelated implications. She first is in the terms of the criteria

I have set for developmental progress and regress. The culturally deprived

adolescents in Youth Aliyah are probably not greatly regressed in their poen-

tial forms of interaction. Thus, the first implication is that the rudimen-

tery fUnctional structures necessary for developmental rehabilitation to at

least the concrete operational stage must be present. Otherwise mental re-

generation is no more possible than for any biological. organization. Uhe

reason is simple. Heinz Kerner once put it as "Out of nothing there is not

coming something." Or:

"In order to replace a missing structure, something must
be left behind as a source of new building materials. Regen-
eration can replace a part, but never a whole..."

(Goss, 1969, p. 2.)

"It is axiomatic that regeneration cannot occur unless
there remains something to regenerate from-some part of the or-
ganism to provide the right genetic information for morphogenesis."

(Goss, 1969, p. 18.)

In this context it would do well to dwell briefly upon a feature of

Youth Aliyah's program to nurture redevelopment via group care in a normal

residential setting. A basic aim of this group care is to provide cultur-

ally normal models for culturally deprived individuals to imitate. Although

this is probably a sound approach we must realize ito limitations. It is

limited by the stage of cognitive competence with which the culturally de-

prived enter the group setting. The studies that demonstrate that subjects

can hardly learn to imitate moral and logical reasoning that is above their
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initial level have already teen outlined (Turiel, 1969; Kuhn, 1969). it

should merely be added that in another study we have found that imitative

behavior itself is determined by the childrensl level of cognitive compe-

tence (Kuhn & Langer, 1968).

All this is to point out that the person's stage of cognitive and

social development is the prime determinant of his ability to imitate,

rather than the reverse. Imitation does not lead to development. The

'rehabilitative utility of social models is conditioned by the level to

which the culturally deprived individual has retained functional struc-

tures for interaction.

The second related implication is that the personal organization

that the culturally deprived individual retains is governed by the process

of equilibration. Extrinsic inducement to change can only be effectiva

within the context of the self-regulatory rules of coherence and direct-

edness. In this regard we may consider another basic feature of group

care in a normal residential setting. This is the attempt to establish

come discrepancy between the level of any given culturally deprived indi.

vidual and the people with whom he is interacting. The idea, it seems,

is to keep him interacting with both (a) people who are functioning at a

lower level, so that he will gain confidence to perform in the same area

of functioning, and (b) people who are functioning at a higher level, from

whom he can learn.

This is a promising experimental idea, but it is still within the

realm of research ideas. If the individual has the requisite structures

to recognize the discrepancies, then we may have the conditions necessary
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for organizational disequilibrium and developmental change. We are currently,

particularly with Elliot Tun el, involved in experiments on this question

with individual subjects. At the group level the question is a much more

difficult one to investigate in a controlled experimental fashion. Yet

thin is precisely what must be done. The approach will probably have to

first be that of simulating the residential group setting in a laborato%7

situation. In this way it should be possible to examine the effects of

differentially stratified groups upon culturally deprived individuals.

There is a fUndamental question that remains. This is the matter of

timing. When is the best time in the growth cycle of the culturally de-

prived child to begin intervention? It seems that the actual course of

development is the best initial hypothesis. The implication of such a

hypothesis is that it is best to attempt to get the child back on the

natural track as early as cultural deprivation is spotted. But, this

isn't always possible because of practical restrictions.

Furthermore, we can bank upon the conservative nature of developmental

processes since ue know that they result in phenotypical actualization at

the stage of concrete operation and conventional morality in practically

every society that has been looked at. So we can assume that most chil-

dren will reach that stage of development; whether a little bit faster or

a little bit slower, they will actualize their potential for concrete oper-

ations and conventional morality.

But, at the same time, ue know that it is probable, though we have no

definitive evidence at this point, that the genotypical potential for the

development of formal operations and principled morality is not usually
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actualized. A fair guess is that no more than a third a the popuJetion

ever reaches this level, if a third a the 'dopulatioa does. This is true,

I believe, of all cultures, although ye have no definitive evidence at this

point except on moral development.

We can also capitalize upon the hypothesis that the greatest potential

for self-regulation takes place during ac oleaccace when individuals become

increasingly self-conscious and aware of their own conduct. This suggests

the hypothesis that if you have to pick only one period for intervention

to nurture mental regeneration, early adolescence in a prime target.

Noy, the obvious question that follows is the optimal relation between

speed of development and the stage of &Arelopment that ic actualized. It

may well be that the child has to progress through the sta :e sequence at

a certain rate or he will not actualize his full potential. But we do not

know and this must therefore remain en open research hypothesis.

Conclusion- -
The prospects seem to be the fol:.owing. There is good experimentel.

evidence to demonstrate that, with rare exceptions, the mechanisms govern-

ing physiological generation and regeneration are the same (Goss, 1969.

The reason for this complex paralleliam is simple. A total organization

can not be created out of whole cloth. At least a part structure, with

its rules of self-regulation, must be present for either generation or re-

generation to be possible. In the esue of injury to an organ, the potential

for regeneration is limited by the part that remains. That part in part. a

the organ ordinarily present in the course of developcent. Out of it can

only be generated structures that would ordinarily evolve. The rare c:,;cep-
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tionn occur when (a) the shock of the injury deflects the normal course of

development or (b) the environment is fundamentally hostile to rehabilita-

tion. However, the conservative rules of self - regulation insure that the

exceptions are indeed rare when regeneration occurs. Since the beginning

and the end of regeneration are usually identical with that of generation

we can safely conclude that there is fundamental convergence between their

developmental courses. Again the experimental evidence is confirming (Coal,

1969).

Psychological phenomena are a subclaJa of biological phenomena. C04-

sequently, it may be expected that the same convergence between the processes

of generation and regeneration obtains for mental change. It is clear that

any developmental process of mental regeneration can only begin at some

point on the sequence of stage organization. It appears, although the

evidence is much more tenuous than on physiological regeneration, that

developmental rehabilitation ends at some point, further along, on the

stage sequence. If the beginning and end stages of mental regeneration

are the same as mental generation, then there should be furdamentei con-

vergence between their courses and mechanisms. It is this theoretical de-

duction that requires much empirical investigation if we are to be 3UCCOMI-

fill in developing the potential of culturally deprived people.
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